A GUIDE TO THAILAND’S VIDEO GAME MARKET

The Southeast Asia (SEA) video game market is huge, and growing. Yet many don’t know
just how big it is. In 2019, it generated more than US$4.3B. This was a YOY growth rate
of 13%, per gameindustry.biz. Mobile video game revenues that year were US$2.6B, with YOY
growth around 17%. That made SEA the fastest growing mobile game market in the world.
And according to Newzoo’s 2019 article, “Games Market Trends and Publishers to Watch
in Southeast Asia: The World’s Fastest-Growing Mobile Games Market,” this growth in mobile
games is tied to the region’s increasing number of smartphone users.
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, and the Philippines represent the majority of the SEA
video game market. We’re going to focus on Thailand and dig into why it’s valuable to your game
growth strategy. And how approaching its gamers the right way will gain you more sales
and revenue.
Why Thailand? Well, it’s the fourth-largest video game market within SEA, and 19th
in the world.1 And, according to Niko Partners, Thailand is predicted to be the first billion
dollar market in SEA. So if you’re not seriously thinking about getting your video games
into Thailand, or expanding your revenues there if you’re already in it, you absolutely must
reconsider. This report will tell you why and how to approach this unique culture.
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One point we need to emphasize: it’s hard to attract Thai gamers and cover all your bases,
legally and otherwise. You’ll need to offer all the different local payment types, get the
taxation right, and make it all compliant. But keep reading and we’ll give you more context —
and show you the easiest way possible to set your games up for success in Thailand.
Here’s what we’ll cover:
1.

Thailand’s ecommerce overview

2.

Why get in on the Thai video game market

3.

Accepting payments in Thailand

4.

Video game ratings in Thailand

5.

Steps for success

6.

What’s next?

1. THAILAND’S ECOMMERCE OVERVIEW
According to JP Morgan, Thailand spends US$26.2B annually on ecommerce, a whopping
52% of that via mobile commerce. What does that look like? Thai shoppers buy online
at least twice a month, lots of these purchases are happening on apps, and more during
the week than on weekends.
But let’s back up a bit. About 53% of the Thai population can access the internet, and roughly
64% of them have smartphones. So it’s not surprising that mobile commerce is Thailand’s
dominant ecommerce sales channel, worth over US$13B per year — one of SEA’s most
lucrative mobile commerce markets. Annual growth is expected at 16.4% through 2021,
with a forecasted revenue of US$25B that year.
How are Thailand’s smartphone users making all these purchases? Apps, mostly. In fact,
65.2% of all online transactions are closed using in-app purchasing. And mobile commerce
isn’t going away anytime soon. Just the opposite. Ultra-fast 5G internet was tested
by Thailand and Huawei in 2019, with plans to roll out nationwide service by December
of this year.
So if you’re planning to launch a video game in Thailand, you’d be well advised to launch
during the week, and make it available for purchase through a mobile app or mobile-optimized
landing page.
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2. WHY GET IN ON THE THAI VIDEO GAME MARKET
According to Newzoo, Thailand boasts 20M gamers. That’s pretty great on its own. Statista
says those gamers generate US$249M in revenue, many using Windows-based PCs.2
But US$134M is coming directly from mobile games. With their expected growth in Thailand
projected at around 7% annually, revenue from this industry sector could top US$200M
in 2021. Add the Thai government’s promotion of video game competitions alongside
traditional sports, and you’ve got a thriving marketplace for the launch of your video game.
But how exactly does this market generate so much revenue? We’ve already mentioned how
many Thai people have access to the internet, how many of them have mobile phones,
and how they like to buy things with them. What we haven’t mentioned, and how this all
makes sense, is how much time they spend on those phones — a record-setting 5 hours
per day (ZDNet). In fact, it’s reported by The Asean Post that adolescents in Bangkok play
on their phones more than 8 hours a day on weekends. So much mobile action is happening
in Thailand, it ranks 9th in app downloads on Google’s Play Store. Convinced yet?
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3. ACCEPTING PAYMENTS IN THAILAND
All this probably sounds pretty good to you, but what about getting paid? That’s a critical
piece, obviously. This section explores all the popular payment methods people actually use
in Thailand. And the companies you need to have relationships with to have access to all that
gaming money. Unless, of course, you choose a partner that already has these relationships
established in the region.
But before we dive into the details of which payment methods are most popular, we need
to bring up the fact that Thailand is becoming cashless. Here are the factors speeding
a transformation of this culture’s payment landscape that’s been cash-based for decades:

This is a good thing for mobile video game developers and publishers. Why?
Because it means Thais are growing increasingly more comfortable paying digitally, especially
from their phone. The fact that Thailand is VAT-free for digital purchases doesn’t hurt, either.
Now we can look at all the ways Thais are paying — even die-hard cash users (spoiler alert:
it’s not always with paper money and coins anymore).
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Payment methods with the most market share
In 2018, 71% of all Thai internet users made an online purchase through their mobile device,
with 1 in 5 of them preferring digital wallets for payments on ecommerce platforms.3
According to "JP Morgan Payments Trends for Ecommerce," 30% of Thais pay with credit
or debit cards, 23% with bank transfers, 23% with digital wallets, 15% use cash and 9% like
to pay in other ways, notably mobile payments.

Source: J.P. Morgan 2019 Payments Trends — Global Insights Report: Data has been provided to J.P. Morgan Merchant
Services by Edgar, Dunn and Company, 2019.

Let’s dig a little deeper into the various payment methods used by Thais today — and where
it’s all headed.
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Credit/debit card payments
The most common payment methods, used in 30% of Thailand’s ecommerce, are credit
and debit cards. And the most popular card brands, by market share, are Visa (54%)
and Mastercard (45.9%).4 American Express is also accepted and used, but not much.
Accepting payments from these global brands is a must. Xsolla works with all of them,
but also supports payments in baht, the Thai currency. For the highest conversions
and lowest exchange rates, though, partnering with a local acquiring company is the way to go.

Epayments/digital wallets
Digital wallets are used for 23% of ecommerce transactions5 so finding a way to accept
these payments is important. Especially because these types of payments are only
expected to increase. Epayments are projected to rise to 28% of online payments by 2021,
based on a compounded annual growth rate of 18%.6 The most popular digital wallets used
in Thailand are AirPay, TrueMoney, and PayPal. And, by the way, if you add the digital wallets
Thais prefer — and local bank transfers — to your payment methods, you could reach
up to 3M extra players.

4

According to the Xsolla traffic for Q1 2020
J.P. Morgan 2019 Payments Trends – Global Insights Report: Data has been provided to J.P. Morgan Merchant
Services by Edgar, Dunn and Company, 2019.
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Why are these payment types getting so popular? Remember that Thailand is going cashless
and in the middle of an ecommerce boom. Also, paying this way is convenient, instant,
and easy.

Which epayment companies are the most popular?
AirPay Wallet — In 2014, this digital wallet launched as a way to pay online
for Garena games, a leader in SEA. All–in–one online services, like bill pay, game
and mobile debit/credit top–up makes AirPay simple and rewarding to use.
Young gamers can even top up with cash, and everyone can get loyalty cash
back. Thailand’s most popular banks partner with AirPay, so gamers can easily
connect their account. Mastercard and Thanachart Bank even offer an AirPay credit card.
Around 5M people use AirPay, one of the five fastest-growing Thai FinTechs.7
TrueMoney Wallet — Thailand's #1 digital wallet has more than 8.4M monthly
users, and ranked as Thailand’s 10th most downloaded app in 2018.8 It lets
anyone, Thais and foreigners, pay on ecommerce platforms for many things —
from purchases and top–ups at 7–11, to credit card, utility, and insurance bills.
TrueMoney’s partner, Thailand’s huge Siam Commercial Bank, serves around 10% of the banked
market, letting users top up on their app using PromptPay, on their site, or at ATMs.
TrueMoney targets the young, tech-savvy generation: university students, first jobbers,
and those without credit cards. Most spending using TrueMoney Wallet goes towards
ecommerce, including digital content like online entertainment and in-app purchases.
Note that you can easily access this popular local digital wallet through Xsolla.
7
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https://app.airpay.in.th/en/home
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Line Pay — This mobile wallet allows Thai consumers to make online
and in-store payments via their credit card. The app is similar to WhatsApp,
WeChat, or Facebook Messenger. But instead of just being able to pay other
people directly, it also lets you pay businesses.
More than 5M Thais use and love Line Pay because it embodies Japanese culture (think:
brightly-colored cartoon characters on stickers). Thais love anything Japanese. Why? Some
attribute it to gratitude for Japan’s waiving visa requirements for Thai visitors in 2013. Others
cite the two nations’ shared links to Buddhism, or a lack of conflict, historically. Either way,
Facebook’s “JapanThaiFanClub” page has close to half a million followers (up from 230,000
in 2016). It offers travel tips and resources for Thais wanting to visit Japan. Obviously,
this love affair is far from over,9 10 so Line Pay probably isn’t going away anytime soon.

Mobile Payments
Three mobile network operators hold ~97% of Thailand’s mobile payment market11, so accepting
payments from these companies is a must:
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Bank transfers
According to World Bank, Thais only have about one credit or debit card per person.
However, up to 80% of Thai people use bank transfers.12 This is 3 times higher than SEA’s
average of 26%. Only Singapore and Malaysia have higher percentages of banked consumers.
Bank transfers account for ~23% of Thailand’s ecommerce transactions. They’re considered
a quick, easy way to pay for everything, from flights to online game credits — so they’re
definitely a popular Thai payment type you’ll want to be able to accept.
Kasikornbank pioneered mobile banking in 2011, and it continues to lead the field. That bank,
along with Bangkok Bank, Siam Commercial Bank, and Krung Thai Bank are Thailand’s
largest12 13 — the ones Thais use most for these transfers.
PromptPay was created in 2017 so users could make payments and receive them via their
bank account. It also works for the unbanked with a digital wallet linked to their national ID,
mobile phone number or email address. Thousands of participating stores now have the QR
code payment readers required for this system. PromptPay was adopted by all of Thailand’s
major banks and, as of 2019, had more than 43M subscribers.15

Cash-based payments
Even though many Thais are paying electronically via digital wallets, mobile banking and QR
codes, many others still prefer cash for their daily transactions. These die-hard loyalists
are comfortable with cash, and view it as a trustworthy asset since the inflation rate is pretty
stable. Thais count on their cash’s value not decreasing if they hold onto it.16
Payment gateways like TrueMoney let consumers pay for goods in cash upon delivery,
directly to the courier.
Cash-on-delivery (COD) as a payment method was first introduced by Zalora, one
of the largest online merchants in Thailand. It’s proved to be a real game changer.
Most of Thailand’s largest online fashion stores now offer this popular payment method.
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https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Business-trends/Credit-cards-fall-behind-in-Asia-s-race-to-go-cashless
https://www.statista.com/statistics/754967/biggest-banks-by-total-assets-thailand/
https://blog.deemoney.com/what-is-the-best-bank-in-thailand-for-foreigners-a-comprehensive-guide/
15
https://fintech-alliance.com/news-insights/article/33/promptpay-two-years-of-transforming-thai-payments/payments
16
https://www.thaipbsworld.com/thais-are-not-cashless-yet/
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While COD isn’t available for video gaming as of now, Thai gamers who want to pay in “cash”
have multiple options. Besides the POS payment methods already mentioned, prepaid cards
are also widely used for game purchases. You’ll want to be able to accept these for your
game as well.

Connecting to all the local payment channels
Given all the ways Thais pay for their ecommerce purchases, how is a video game developer
or publisher supposed to integrate all these local payment methods into their game?
It’s not an easy item on the to-do list, obviously. Getting it all set up takes major amounts
of time, energy and resources. But it’s a crucial step if you want Thais to pay for and play
your game.
The biggest task is forming relationships with local payment system providers. Otherwise,
you’ll end up just accepting global payment methods — and losing out on a ton of sales
and in-game purchase revenues. In fact, adding cash-based payments and local digital
wallets can increase your sales up to 40%.
Worth noting: a partner that already has established relationships with local payment system
providers can be invaluable. This type of partnership offers all sorts of advantages
and a major head start, so developers and publishers don’t have to figure out how to get
all of the required administrative work done by themselves:
•

Access to 20 local payment channels, so every Thai can pay and play

•

One partner that handles all licensing, publishing, and local requirements

•

Adherence to local and global sales taxes, laws, and regulations

•

100% PCI DSS compliance on every transaction

•

Market and legal expertise, with constant analysis/reevaluation

•

Best practices, from kickoff sales to upsell strategies for more revenue

•

Payouts in one convenient financial stream

•

Financial institution liability and risk transfer

Choosing Xsolla as your Merchant of Record lets you take advantage of all our experience
in this unique region, and provides you with everything detailed above.
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4. VIDEO GAME RATINGS IN THAILAND
You already learned about the importance of targeting a younger audience in Thailand due
to video game popularity within this demographic. Especially for the adolescent gamer
segment, you’ll need to determine if your game is right for this audience. Thailand isn’t going
to do that for you, at least for now. According to a 2019 Bangkok Post article17, despite the high
number of Thai gamers, no video game content rating system is currently in place in Thailand.

5. STEPS FOR SUCCESS
By now, you’re probably realizing the Thai video game market is a complex one. The good
thing is that you don’t need to figure this all out for yourself. A trustworthy partner
with experience in the region can handle all the administrative details that will guarantee
your game has the foundational business elements to compete in Thailand.
Here are the tips Xsolla has developed over years in SEA, for helping you in Thailand
and beyond. These can help stack the odds in your favor for winning in Thailand’s video
game market:

18
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Simpler development — Compared to console and PC, mobile games usually have shorter
development cycles — and can save you precious time when you’re trying to launch and sell.
Smartphone accessibility — Mobile devices cost less today than ever before, and many Thais
have them. They’re already using them for social, business, and other activities.

Localization is key
Thai games are favored — Thais prefer games developed in their own country over those
from the West. Why? They want a game that speaks their language and reflects their own
culture. Thai gamers also want the comfort of knowing that payments and customer support
will be in their own language. Partnering with Xsolla ensures that all your payment interfaces
are localized.

Offer mobile payment methods used by locals
Let players pay using familiar ways — Paying in their own currency, and using payment
channels they know to be safe will make gamers more comfortable — and lower the barriers
for transferring their money to you. Adding cash-based payments and local digital wallets
can increase your payment options up to 60%, and sales up to 40%.

Focus on the younger audience
Target 18-34 year-old Thai gamers, also adolescents — We can’t overstate the importance
of this younger demographic. We know they’re crucial because our research shows they’re
the Thais who play video games the most. To engage them, you’ll need to have your
game where they’re already playing. And you’ll need to let them pay the way they want,
as mentioned above.
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6. WHAT’S NEXT?
We know this must seem overwhelming. Especially when you’re trying to make your video
game the best it can be. So as many people as possible will buy it. And so it generates
as much revenue as possible.
But this process doesn’t have to feel impossible. The key is the right partner. One partner.
Not a bunch of vendors and contacts that need to be managed weekly, or even daily.
Xsolla can provide you with all the help you need to achieve success in the Thai video game
market, namely:
•

Access to 20 local payment channels, so every Thai can pay and play

•

Help with all licensing, publishing, taxes, compliance, and local requirements

•

Experience in the market, and best practices that increase your chances for success

•

Simpler payouts through a single financial stream, and easier accounting

•

Transfer of financial institution liability and risk to Xsolla

Not an Xsolla partner yet, but you’re interested in launching a game or boosting revenues
in Thailand? Email business@xsolla.com to learn more.

Current Xsolla partners who want to grow your game into Thailand or set up new payment
options there can contact an account manager at am@xsolla.com.
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